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Because if you are, you’ve just found the world’s most powerful program for achieving 
your goals, inspiring excellence and CREATING RADICAL RESULTS—FAST!

The importance of the first 100 days of the New Year is often the difference between success and failure. Now’s the 
perfect time to set the pace, build momentum and secure pivotal early wins.

If you’re SERIOUS about accomplishing great things this year, you’d be wise to come out of the starting gate fast, 
focused and fired up. You must use the first 100 days to make major strides toward achieving your goals, because 
if you don’t, you’re going to be playing catch-up the remainder of the year and regret getting off to a slow start.

START FAST—STAY FOCUSED

The 100 Day Challenge shows you how, and from the moment you   
begin this extreme performance acceleration program, you’ll learn...

...the secret to rapidly and significantly increasing your performance.

...how to make progress by large jumps instead of small increments.

...how to super-charge your career and dramatically increase your earning power.

...how to make a huge dent in the world and rip the lid off of any past performance.

...how to make more progress in the next 100 days than most people do in 10 years.

Join Over 300,000 Worldwide Members and Start the Year Fast!

START THE YEAR FAST? 
Are You Ready to
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“I went from essentially $0 to $14,800 in 
just one month. And so far this year, I have 
made close to $250,000. I could not have 
done it without the 100 Day Challenge®.”

Catrina Posada
Pheonix, Arizona

265 DOWN—100 TO GO

One thing we all have in common is that we all love 
a challenge! 

For some it could be a goal that puts you to the test, an
obstacle that says you can’t beat me, a belief system
that is begging for a breakthrough, or even a mountain
that just dares you to climb it.

Whatever it is, your attitude should be BRING IT ON!

The benefits of being challenged physically, intellec-
tually, emotionally, and vocationally are in a word: 
ENORMOUS!
 
YOU have greatest inside you, however it will never 
burn as bright as it could if you do not WILLINGLY 
put yourself in a position to test your limits, to dig to 
the depths of your commitment, to push yourself to 
go further and faster than you ever have before. 
 
The 100 Day Challenge will lead you on your path 
to greatness and rapid goal achievement.

The 100 Day Challenge is a hardcore goal setting program that is built 
around two motivational tenets; a fixed period of time which is deadline 
driven, and a strong desire to accomplish key goals within that deadline.

It’s the perfect solution for the biggest problem faced by everyone — the 
need for more, better and faster results in a highly competitive world.

BRING IT ON
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On a global scale, there is a chronic disconnect
between goal formulation, execution and achievement. 

The goals that people set for themselves often bear little 
resemblance to the results they actually achieve. 

The root cause of the disconnect is that most of us do 
not have a proven and sustainable execution process.

The 100 Day Challenge is the perfect solution for closing 
performance gaps as it’s all about strategy execution. Proof is found by analyzing last year’s results.

This past year’s results provide undeniable 
proof as to the effectiveness of current strate-
gies, as well as the quality, consistency, integri-
ty and intensity of your efforts.

Question? If you continue doing things the same 
way this new year as you did last year, what type 
of breakthrough results can you realistically 
expect?

PROOF
Undeniable

“I can’t tell you how important your program has 
been in the progress I have made in my life. I paid off 
the $190,000 mortgage balance and today I am debt 
free. The 100 Day Challenge was a life changer!”

Michael Wilcox
Sarasota, Florida

Why Participate?
Join Over 300,000 Members and Start the Year Fast!
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Start The Year Fast and Focused!
The importance of how you execute the first 100 days of the year cannot be overstated. If you have a 
successful first 100 days, it naturally follows that you are building momentum and setting yourself up for a 
successful year. This approach is smart business and an unprecedented competitive advantage.

1 Fixed Deadline – The best part about a fixed, 100 day deadline is the clarity it brings to your 
daily actions. Knowing that the clock is ticking is one of the best motivators for starting fast 
and focused.

2 Chance for Redemption – If you finished the past year below target or unhappy with your
performance, then you must consider the first 100 days of this year as a now-or-never opportunity
to redeem yourself.

3 Set an Inspiring Example – Your performance can be seen as the sad consequence of neglect, 
poor character, lack of direction and ambition, or it can be an inspiring example of talent 
put to use.

4 Build Momentum – Building and sustaining momentum is one of the smartest things you can 
do during these first 100 days, as it provides a powerful platform for making this the best year of 
your life.

5 Throw Down a Challenge – There’s nothing quite like a good old-fashioned challenge to test 
your limits, exceed quotas and expectations, to keep your teeth sharp, and to see how far you 
can go by starting fast and focused!
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Success Loves Speed.
The discipline of deadline enforcement ensures rapid  goal achievement,

and that is why you will be putting this powerful strategic weapon to good use!

FACT: You perform best under a self-determined or  
externally fixed deadline for achieving goals.

The reason for this is simple; ANY task or goal takes as 
much time and energy as you allow for it to take.  

A 100 day, non-negotiable deadline ignites a flame under 
your behind to deliver results which virtually guarantees 
big, consistent wins right through the first quarter.

“I was absolutely blown away by your 
100 Day Challenge and cannot thank  
you enough for having created it. I 
achieved all of my BIG 5 goals and can 
honestly say this was the best 
combination of mindset and action that I 
have ever experienced!”

Beth Allen
Alameda, CA

The 100 Day Challenge Will Lead You to Rapid, Ongoing, and Transformational Results!
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Who Should Participate?
The 100 Day Challenge delivers a transformational message for everyone 

in the Boardroom, Classroom, Locker Room and Living Room.

We’re not the only ones who think you’ll love it.
Some of the many blue chip companies who have already participated include:
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The 100 Day Challenge not only lets you do more, it lets you do more things faster, and with less wasted effort. And that’s what you 
really want, isn’t it?

The best part of the 100 Day Challenge is that you don’t have to devote 12
hours a day, or 4 hours, or even 1 hour. 10 minutes a day is all it takes to
to drive bigger, better and faster results in all areas of your life and career.10 Minutes a  

Day to Greatness.
The 100 Day Challenge not only lets you do more, it lets you do more things  
faster, and with less wasted effort. And that’s what you really want, isn’t it?

The best part of the 100 Day Challenge is that you don’t have to devote 12
hours a day, or 4 hours, or even 1 hour. 10 minutes a day is all it takes to
to drive bigger, better and faster results in all areas of your life and career.

Better Results in Less Time
When you finish the challenge — everything changes.

Problems will be solved faster, excellence becomes standard protocol, performance 
leaps take place, and ultimately—you’ll turn into an unstoppable powerhouse!
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It’s just as important for us to tell you who we aren’t  
as well as to tell you who we are.

Without apology or sugarcoating, the 100 Day Challenge is 
perhaps the most INTENSE hardcore goal setting program  
ever created and it’s not for everyone.

In order to start the year fast, there’s no time or room 
for indecision, excuses, or procrastination.

Therefore, whiners, thumb suckers, 98 pound mental  
weaklings, nitpickers, crybabies, complainers, chicken  
hearts and fools need not apply for membership.

Are you ready to perform?

Before saying YES, we advise 
that you be mentally prepared 
for 100 days of relentless, goal 
focused, non-stop activity. 

You get out exactly what you 
put in, and halfhearted efforts 
result in mediocre outcomes!

No Thumb Suckers Allowed.
The 100 Day Challenge is a serious program, for serious people, who are serious 

about closing any performance gaps and starting the year fast!
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Alright Already, How Much?

The 100 Day Challenge is the world’s most powerful program for achieving your goals, inspiring excel-
lence, unleashing your greatness, and STARTING THE YEAR FAST AND FOCUSED!

What normally costs up to $10,000 per day if delivered live—you can access for just $147!

For less than $1.50 per day, you receive world-class coaching, multiple levels of accountability, 
and a system that shows you how to get more done in 100 days than most do in 10 years.

If you own a company or manage a group of people (10 +) and want your team to participate,  
contact us for special program pricing at 877.462.5748 or Info@100DayChallenge.com

Corporate, Group and Military Discounts 

 

 
 

 

 

“Success is goals, and all else is commentary. 
Gary Ryan Blair has developed a powerful, 
practical program that shows you how to set 
goals and plot strategies for each area of 
your life. Everyone should participate in 
the 100 Day Challenge!”

Brian Tracy
Best Selling Author of Maximum Achievement
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“I created the 100 Day Challenge so that you could divide your life neatly into two 
parts: before the challenge and after. After is better—MUCH BETTER!”

“Who is Gary Ryan Blair? and Why should you listen to what I have to say?”

I created the 100 Day Challenge to share with you the same methods I used to shatter sales goals, quickly 
grow a number of multimillion dollar businesses, and coach people to extraordinary performances.

For the past 20 + years, I have been working with celebrities, professional athletes, Olympians, and 
everyday people, getting them to achieve more in 100 days than they ever thought possible. 

My style is to mix a blend of encouragement, tough love, strict discipline, hyper accountability, 
and a strong sense of urgency to keep you performing at the very top of your abilities.

The genesis of the 100 Day Challenge began by fixating on this one life-changing question:

What does it take to deliver radical results—quickly?

Everything you need for starting fast is in the 100 Day Challenge.  It works if you do the work!

The 100 Day Challenge has now been used by more than 300,000 people worldwide to drive sales, lose 
weight, become debt free, pay off mortgages, and achieve any goal—fast!

Gary Ryan Blair.
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YES, I’m Ready to
START THE YEAR FAST!

Sign up for the 100 Day Challenge

January 1st - 10th

Enrollment Period:

100DayChallenge.com

Investment: $147
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https://www.facebook.com/100DayChallenge
https://twitter.com/EXTREME_SUCCESS
http://www.youtube.com/user/The100DayChallenge
http://www.everythingcounts.com/category/100-day-challenge/

